Husker Sports Network
Internet Audio Delivery System
As a backup to our satellite distribution system, we have established an
alternate free audio distribution system with dual redundant carrier grade
Internet connectivity. The audio quality on this distribution system will be as
good or better than our satellite audio, however is not capable of sending or
detecting contact closures for your automation system therefore you will
need a board operator to manually trigger your local breaks if taking your
audio from the Internet distribution system.
To be ready to use the new distribution system, first download the VLC
Media Player (it is free) from http://www.videolan.org/ - click on the blue
Download VLC link and install as you would any program

Once you have the VLC Media Player installed, you should add our six audio
links in your VLC player so they are instantly available to any board op (it
remembers the links you set in the player). Click on Media then Open
Network Stream (or CNTL-N) to open the Network Stream URL page

One at a time, copy the links below and paste them into the network URL
box and click the Play button. Each time you paste a link and click Play, that
link will be added to the remembered links and be available to recall using
the pulldown arrow at the end of the URL box.
There are six links, three are from our cdn1 (Content Distribution Network
#1) server for our NET-1, NET-2, and NET-3 audio channels. The next three
are from our cdn2 (Content Distribution Network #2) server for our same
NET-1, NET-2, and NET-3 audio channels. The audio is the same via cdn1
and cdn2, however take different Internet routes to reach you. Depending
on your Internet provider, you may find one of the cdn servers is better than
the other.

(email operations@huskersportsnetwork.com for the confidential links)

Once you have all six links stored, it is a simple CNTL-N and use the
pulldown arrow to select the cdn and network channel you need, then click
the Play button.
This system is available 24/7/365 with audio for all of our satellite channels.
You may use it at any time instead of the dialup phone backup system. We
will keep this system in place as a permanent backup option, it is not
temporary for the satellite transition. We suggest you follow the few steps

above so it is ready in your control room for backup audio at any time.
Please keep these links confidential. If you share them, it is possible too
many members of the public will access them, which could block your access
when you have a problem and need the feeds (the links are not visible on
this public web page, email operations@huskersportsnetwork.com for a
confidential document that contains the audio feed links for the VLC audio
player).

